
A DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESSIVISM THE PERIOD OF THE TIME

BETWEEN THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR AND WORLD WAR

The Spanish-American War lasted only six weeks and resulted in a decisive of Spain's New World empire were no
match for brand-new American warships. in six weeks' time, US forces were in control of the two major remaining
Spanish .. Philippine Islands from to following a brief period of military rule.

By the s they lived in a culture much more cosmopolitanâ€”with its African American jazz and dance music,
Yiddish comedy, and screen idols who showcased their foreignnessâ€”more sexualized, more commercial, and
more deliberately organized than any before it. An American cartoon published in Judge , February 6,
Columbia representing the American people reaches out to the oppressed Cuba the caption under the chained
child reads "Spain's 16th Century methods" while Uncle Sam representing the U. By the s the corporate elite
was heralding a "new era" for capitalism, freed of the cyclical instabilities of the past. Vice President Calvin
Coolidge succeeded Harding after his death in  Other American business concerns, specifically those who had
invested in Cuban sugar, looked to the Spanish to restore order. The outbreak of war in Europe in brought
these state-building ambitions to a peak. During the Progressive Era, southern governments imposed a wide
range of Jim Crow laws on black people, using the rationale that such legalization of segregation resulted in a
more orderly, systematic electoral system and society. William Howard Taft, his successor as president , drew
back in his policies, continuing only the antitrust campaign. It was one of the most important discoveries of
the age that even pleasure could be engineered. This action alarmed many Cubans loyal to Spain. When
Wilson tried imperiously to force the Senate to accept the entire treaty, he failed. Moviemakers like D. The
modern business corporation, modern politics, the modern presidency, a modern vision of the international
order, and modern consumer capitalism were all born in these years. He approved passage of the Sixteenth
Amendment the income tax amendment, , however; in time it would transform the federal government by
giving it access to enormous revenues. But there were progressives who saw in both measures the promise of a
better-organized society, deliberately managing its population movements and curbing the wasteful effects of
drunkenness on labor efficiency and on abused wives and children. Progressives inclined less toward talk of
class justice than toward faith in a unitary public good; they thought less in terms of protected rights than of
mediation and efficient management. Under Roosevelt the national government strengthened or created
regulatory agencies that exerted increasing influence over business enterprise: the Hepburn Act reinforced the
Interstate Commerce Commission; the Forest Service, under Gifford Pinchot from to , guided lumbering
companies in the conservation of-and more rational and efficient exploitation of-woodland resources; the Pure
Food and Drug Act attempted to protect consumers from fraudulent labeling and adulteration of products.
While Maine was docked in Havana, an explosion sank the ship. Together with the new forms of pleasure, a
new flood of goods poured out of the early twentieth-century economy as production emphases shifted to
mass-marketed goods and household consumers. Battle of Manila Bay Prior to the building of the Panama
Canal, each nation required a two-ocean navy.


